WIDENING THE CHOICE
of high quality homes

The impressive character of Charnwood’s existing Garden Suburb housing associated with the Great Central Railway – at Quorn, Rothley and Birstall – is created from the crucial landscape framework, the preponderance of trees and hedges and an appropriately coherent range of dignified house types. Whilst there are some very large properties, for example at The Ridgeway at Rothley, a wide range of attractive properties can be found, for example, at Swithland Lane Rothley, Chaveney Road Quorn and Park Road Birstall.

The framework of landscaping, tree-lined streets and a rather charming simplicity in layout forms the backdrop to predominantly detached and semi-detached homes with gardens (front and back), individual access and independent parking. These are all traditional and popular virtues which create the spacious and dignified character of, for example, the Rothley Garden Suburb - an harmonious range of attractive houses set in a lovely landscape.

A complementary set of harmonious, elegant house types with strong character

The essence of the Garden Suburb - tree lined streets and landscaped open spaces